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A STUDY OF EFFECTS OF VISCOSITY ON FLOW OVER

SLENDER INCLINED BODIES OF REVOLUTION'

I33" ]]. JULIAN ALLEN AND EDWARD _V. PERKINS

SUMMARY

The ob,_er¢_ed flow field about slender inclined bodies of

revolution is eot_ff_ared with t]ee calculated characteristics based

upon potential theory. The comparison is instructive in
indicatil_g the mo_,ner it_ wb_ct_ the effects of viscosity are

Based on this and other studies, a method is developed to

allow.for viscous effects on the.force and moment ckaracteristics
of bodies. The calculated .force and moment characteristics oJ

two bodies oj high .fineness ratio are shown to be in good agree-

ment, .for most engineering purposes, with experiment.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the longitudinal distribution of cross force
on inclined bodies of revolution in inviscid, incompressible

flow, which was primarily of interest to airship designers in
the past, was treated simply and effectively by Max Munk

(reference 1). Munk showed that the cross force per unit

length on any body of revolution having high fineness ratio
can be obtained by considering the flow in planes perpendicu-
lar to the axis of revolution to be approximately two-dimen-

sional. By treating the problem in
showed that

dS
.f = qo _- sin 2 a

where

.f
qo

dS/dx

this manner, Munk

(1)

cross force per unit length

stream dynamic pressure
rate of change in body cross-sectional area with

longitudinal distance along the body

angle of inclination
Tsien (reference 2) investigated the cross force on slender

• bodies of revolution at moderate supersonic speeds--a prob-
lem of more interest at the present to missile and supersonic

aircraft designers--and showed that, to the order of the
first power of the angle of inclination, the reduced Munk
formula

o dS
.f=" q° -d-i _ (2)

was still applicable. This is not surprising when it is realized
that the cross component of the flow field corresponds to a

cross velocity

V,0= V0 sin a

i Supersedes NACA TN 2044, "Pressure Distribution and Some Effects of Viscosity on
Slender Inclined Bodies of Revolution" by H. Julian Allen, 1950.

where 1o is the steam velocity. Thus tile cross component
of velocity, and hence, the cross .Maeh number will, for

small angles of inclination, have a small subsonic value so
that the cross flow will be essentially incompressible in
character.

Using equation (1) for the cross-force distribution, then,
the total forces and moments experienced by a body in an

inviscid fluid stream can be calculated. Comparison of the
calculated and experimental charaeteristies of bodies has

shown that the lift experienced exceeds the ealeulated lift

in absolute value by an amount which is greater the greater
the angle of attack; the center of pressure is farther aft than

the calculations indicate, the discrepancy increasing with

angle of attack; while the absolute magnitude of the moment
about the center of volume is less than that calculated. It

has long been known that these observed discrepancies are

due pTimarily to the failure to eonsider the effects of viscosity
in the flow.

Experience has demonstrated, notably in the development
of airfoils, that the behavior of the boundary layer on a

body is intimately associated with the nature of the pressure
distribution that would exist on the body in inviscid flow.

In particular, bounda_'-layer separation is associated with
the gradient, of pressure recovery on a body. The severity

of the effect of sueh separation can be correlated, in part,
with the magnitude of the total required pressure recover5-

indicated by inviseid theor3,. It is therefore t.o be expected
that it will be of value to compare the actual pressure dis-
tribution on inclined bodies of revolution with that calculated

on the assumption that the fluid is inviseid. For the purpose
of this study, a simple method is developed for detelznining,
for an inviscid fluid, the incremental pressure distribution

resulting from inclined flow on a slender body of revolution?
The experimental incremental pressure distributions about.

an airship hull are compared with the corresl)onding dis-
tributions calculated by this method. The comparisons are

instructive in indicating the manner in which the viscosity
of the fluid influences tim flow. In the light of this and other

studies, a method for allowing for viscous effects on the force

and moment characteristics of slander bodies is developed
and the results compared with experiment.

: The problem of dctermining the pressure distribution on inclined bodies ha_ been treated

by other authors, but for several n_asons the_ methods are not satisfactory for the present

purposes. For example, Kaplan (reference 3) treated, in a thorou_h manner, the flow about

slender inclined bodies, but the solution, which is expressed in Le!zendre polynomials, is

unfortunately tedious to evaluate. On the other hand. Lailone Ireferent_, 4L by linearizing

the equations of motion, obtained a solution for the pressure distribution on slender inclined

bodies of revolution, hut, as will be seen later, the solution is inadequate in the _enerai ease

due io the linearization.

1
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SYMBOLS

reference area for body force and pitching-
moment coefficient evaluation

plan-form area (2 £L Rdx)

circular-cylinder section drag coefficient based
on cylinder diameter

local cross-flow drag coefficient at any z station
based on body diameter

constant of integration

(r: )2ca,, -900 Rd x

cross-flow drag coefficient . 0 ,4p

(foredrag'_
body foredrag coefficient \ q-0A- ]

body foredrag coefficient at zero angle of

inclination

incremental foredrag coefficient due to
inclination

(lift '_
body lift coefficient \q--0 A/

body pitching-moment coefficient about station

(pitching moment'_

mean body ,liameter (_)

local cross force (normal to body ax-is) at any
station x on body

body length
free-stream Mach number

cross-flow Mach number (-Y/0 sin a)
local surface pressure

free-stream static pressure

local surface pressure at zero angle of inclination

local surface-pressure coefficient ( p-p°_}

local surface-pressure coefficient at zero angle of

(P.-o--Pq
inclination ,,. qo /

incremental surface-pressure coefficient due to

angle of inclination \ q0 /

free-stream dynamic pressure
body volume

polar radius about axis of revolution

local bodv radius at any station x
free-stream Reynohls nun:ber based on maxi-

mum body diameter

cross-flow Reynol(Is number (I?o sin a)
cross-flow Reynolds number based on _lianleter

D'

body cross-sectional area at station x

Sb

t

:o

V_o

X

_ttt

X

Y

Z

_X

V

0

body base area (at x=L)
time

free-stream velocity

local axial velocity at body surface at any
station x

axial component of the stream velocity ( I'o cos a)

cross-flow component of the stream velocity
(t_o sin a)

axial distance from bow of body to any body
station

axial distance from bow of body to pitching-
moment center

axial distance from bow of body to center of
viscous cross force

reference lengtt) for moment coefficient
evaluation

ordinate in plane or inclination normal to axis of
revolution

ordinate normal to plane of inclination and to
axis of revolution

angle of body-axis inclination relative to free-
stream-flow direction

tan_ t <lR_
dx

fluid kinematic viscosity

polar angle about axis of revolution measured
from approach (lirection of the cross-flow

velocity

fluid mass density
velocity potential

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON SLENDER INCLINED BODIES

OF REVOLUTION

POTENTIAL FLOW THEORY

Consider the flow over the body of revolution shown in

figure 1 which is inclined at an angle a to the stream of
velocity lo. If the body is slender, the axial component

velocity t'_ at the body surface will not differ appreciably

from the axial component _ of the stream velocit£. With

this condition, it is clear that the cross flow may be treated

Y

FI,q,r.rRE t.--Body of revohttion in inclined flow field.
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_,pl)roxumitely by considering it to be t wo. dinu,nsicuml m ,I

plane whiclli_parallelto the yz plane and ismoving axiiillv

with the constant velocityI'_0.In other words, the problem

may be treated by ([ei.ernfiningthe two-dimensional flow

_bout a circularcylinderwhich isfirst_'owing (overthe fore-

body) and then collapsing(over the afterbody) with time.

The velocitypotentialforthe crossflow at any .r.stationis

given in ])ohlr coordinates as

)-

(, +"") 0O = -- 1 ",,. r

which in this rot,viii/ vef,,r,.m.o i)hii,' i_ a ftmcti,m of time.

Bernoulli's equation for an in<,ompressible t}ov,- v,-hich

(']mn_es witll tim,' is

"- '° 'E(Wp at 2 br + -/bo +C (4:}

Now from equation (3)

but

0--7= _- cos 0

dR dx dR
d# = dt dx 15otan fl

(5)

(6)

so that equation (5) becomes

,,o,:0,,,,,,,(-}'),,o,, (7)

Also, by differentiation of equation (3),

i

b@= I_ ° sin0 (I ..+._R;)rbO <

(8)

so that equation (4) for the pressure at any point in the flow
field becomes

d) E(#)1_=2 I_0 V% tan fl cos 0-- cos" 0 1--
p 2 (

+0)]i+csin"OE1 R 2 _}

For

SO

r --> oo ,P -+ P o

C = po+ V_o:
o 2

illi(i iicll('(' ('t'" ........ "_ i_,i lil(! t)rt'_ure ,'it the surface of the

l>,,,Iv i,.,.,i_,))(._ r,))., 1>

l(ySJ"--'=2 _,, I-_0 tan _ cos 0+ (11--4 sin 2 0i tl 0)
P

and writing

l'u,+= V0 sin a

1"%= I'r, COS a

the siirfii(.(, l)rcssm'( ' in <.,),,fliei(,nt foi'lil I)(,oonles

I'=P--P')--9--. tall B cos 0 sin 2a_(1--4 sin'-' O) sin 2 a (11)
qo

For bodies of moderate fineness ratio at zero angle of

inclination, the surface l)ressure at any station, designated

po.,, will differ slightly from the static pressure p0 but, if
the fineness ratio is not too low, the pressure, p_-0, in any

yz plane will be approximately constant for several body
radii from the surface. Under the assumption that the

pressure at the surface at zero inclination applies uniformly

in the portion of the yz plane for which the major effects of
the cross-flow distribution are felt, the change in pressure

fi'om p0 to p,,-0 will be additive to, but will not otherwise

influence, ghe cross-flow pressure distribution. Hence for

any station on a body of high fineness ratio for which at
zero inclination the pressure is p_-o, the pressure coefficient
distribution at this same station under inclined flow con-

ditions will be, from equation (11 ),

P=Po-o+(2 tanflcosO) sin 2a+ (1--4 sin 2 O) sin: a (12)

For very slender bodies at small angles of inclination

tan B_fl

sin 2a_--2a

sin 2a -- a2

so that equation (12) becomes 3

P=P,,.o+(4 cos 0) fla+(1--4 sin'-' 0) a: (13)

The cross force per unit h;ngth of the body is then found as

2" f0f= r 2" " pd_ cospI_ cuff 0 dO= 2q0 PR cos 0 dO+ 2 0 dO
JO

' Equation (13), for the _" in which fl is constant, rt,duces to that derived by Busemann

(reference 5) for the flow over an inclined cone. Laitone's lincarized _lution (reference 4)

for the pressure distribution over bodies at supersonic spe_ds agrees with equation (13) except

that the ct_ term, of course, is ab_nt. This ]inearized solution is inadequate in general since.,
for the ca_s of usual interest, the values of a art' of the same order of magnitude as tl, thus

the a-' term is as important as the a term,
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and clearly

2f0" p0R cos OdO=O

Substituting P from equation 02) gives

f: C"f=2RqoP..o cos OdOq-4Rqo tan _ sin 2a cos 20dO+
• ..tO

of0"2Rqo sin "_ (1 --4 sin 2 0) cos OdO

The first and third integrals are zero, while the second

inte_al yields

f=2rRqo tan B sin 2a

and since
dR dS

2rR tan _=2rR Tz-z= 7D'x

then

dS
J=qo_ sin 2o

which is equation (1) derived by Munk for tile cross force
on slender airship hulls and, in the form,

J=2qo_- 0

that derived by Tsien fortile cross force, to the order of the

first power of the angle of inclination, for slender bodies at
moderate supersonic speeds. This development shows that

these equations for the cross force are also correct to the

second power of 0 for inviscid flow.

COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION OF THE

EFFECTS OF VISCOSITY

In reference 6, a thorough investigation at low speeds
was made of the pressure distribution over a hull model of

the rigid airship "Akron." Incremental pressure distri-
butions due to inclination calculated by equation (12) for

four stations along the hull at three angles of attack are

compared with tile experimental values in figures 2(a) to
2((I). In each of the figures is shown a sket('h of the airship
whi('h indicates the station at which the incremental pres-

sure distributions apply. This comparison represents a
severe test ,)f the theoreti('al method of this report since the

method was develope(l on the assumption that the fineness

ratio of the t)ody is very lqrge, while for the case consider_,d

the finem'_s r:,nio is only 5.9.
At the more forwar,[ stations (figs. 2(a) and 2(b)), the

agreement is seen to l)c essentially good _ but somc (lis(:rel)-

4 At statio,_.s ,,xtr,.m,'Iy close to the how the method mtlst _' irlaccur:tto as cvid_,Ilt from th(!

,,,,'ork of lp>,,I_ ;ti:,t I,_',ikr)t_ lr,,h,r[,nce 7/

ancy, particularly at values of 0 near 180 °, is evident which
increases with increasing distance from the bow. Down-
stream of the maximum diameter section (figs. 2((') and 2(d))

the discrepancy increases very rapidly.

The disagreement that exists at the afterbody stations
results from effects of viscosity not considered in the theory.

as will be seen from the following: R. T. Jones, in reference

8, showed that, for laminar flow on an infinitely long yawed

cylinder of arbitrary cross section, the behavior of the com-

ponent flow of a viscous fluid in planes normal to the cylinder
axis was independent of the component flow parallel to the
axis? For an inclincd circular cylinder, then, viewed along

the cylinder axis the viscous flow about the cylinder wouhl
appear identical to the flow about a circular cylinder section

in a stream moving at the velocity Vo sin a. Hence separa-
tion of the flow would occur in the yz plane as a result of

the adverse pressure gradients that exist across the cylinder.
Jones demonstrated that this behavior explained the cross

forces on inclined right circular cylinders that were experi-

mentally observed in reference 10. That such separation
effects also occur on the inclined hull model of the "Akron"
is also evident from the pressure distributions in figures

2(c) and 2(d).
While the treatment of reference 8 explains qualitatively

the observed behavior of the flow field about the hull model

considered, it cannot be used quantitatively for a low fine-

ness ratio body such as the "Akron" for at least two reasons.

First, the influence of the term

2 tan fl cos 0 sin 20

of equation (12) is to distort the typical circular-cylinder

pressure distribution, given by the term

(1--4 sin _ 0) sin a 0

so as to move the calculated position of minimum pressure

away from the 0 = 90 ° point and to change the magnitude of

the pressure to be recovered on the lee side of the body. Over
the forward stations of the body, where tan fl is positive, the

position of minimum pressure lies between 9t) ° and 180 ° and
the theoretical pressure recovery is small and even zero at the
most forward stations. For the rearward station where tan fl

is negative, the minimum press,re' lies l,et\v,,er_ 0e nn,l !*(_°.
and the theoretical pressure recovery is large and incceases

proceeding toward the stern. Fro" the hull of the "AkrmV'
model, the theoretical line of minim,l,n pr,,-<ure al, m,_ lh,,

hull is shown in figure 3 for the angles (>f attack of O_. I2:,

itllll 1NO. +i £im'e Selmrali,m l'llll (,lll\ ,)q'l'l[[" iI] ¢111 :1,[,,'1:,

-_ The l'q,('i'Tlt ',',_)lk of .\. P. Y,)tlII_2 311'| I. ta; [hliJIfl e, b rq Ilc,' !_ i'.t,13 ':r,.q ia :: :

trllC h)r the, tUl+_lll_'tll Ill)w cll..4c Lls well.

5 It is of illtori,-;t _o [ll}[l' ill this _i_llrt. thltr ,,_,.ll t_! .IILai[ :l.2'{_ _ ,_1 !,, :_,vJ .: : . _.;,. ,_r

rllHiHlllltn pressure [)t,l'OllleS ,oriented dose ill th,. ,iilt.(liOll _ll ri>, :_.!: _,{ _v,. ,,;:a' t,.ri. :; _:[4 ,!

zero inclination it IllUSt. Of course, b_, lI(WIII:%I Io this axis.
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FmURE 2 --Calculated and experimental pressurc distribution on a model hull of the U. S. 8. Akron.
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Fmtr_.l: 3.--Calculated lines of minimum pressures for a model hull of U. S. S. Akron at three

angles of attack.

_radient, it is clear that the line of separation will roughly

parallel the line of minimum pressures. Hence, the flow about
forward stations will be, or will more nearly be, that cal-

culated for a nonviscous fluid. Over the rearward stations

the flow separation should tend to be even more pronounced
than would occur on a right circular cylinder. That such is
the case is shown by the flow studies on the ellipsoid of revolu-
tion of reference 11. In those studies, the flow on the model

surface was investigated by lampblack and kerosene traces.
The traces showed tile line of separation followed the trend
indicated M)ove. From tile foregoing, it is evident that the

potential flow solution for the pressm'es on inclined bodies
can only be expected to hold over the forebody, and that over
the afterbody the pressure distribution, particularly on the

lee side, will be importantly influenced by tile fluid viscosity.
Second, it is evident that there exists a certain analogy

between the cross flow at various stations along the body an(1

the development with time of the flow ,about a cylinder start-

ing from rest. This may be seen by considering the develop-
ment of the cross flow with respect to a coordinate system

that is in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the inclined

body. Let the plane move downstream with a velocity Vo
and let the coordinate system move within the plane such
that the axis of revolution of the body is always coincident

with the x axis of the coordinate system. The cross velocity

is then Vo sin a. At any instant during the travel of the plane
from the nose to the base of tile body, the trace of tile body in

the plane will be a circle aml the cross-flow pattern within the
plane may be coinpared with the flow pattern about a circular
cylinder. Neglecting, foc the moment, the effect of the taper

over the nose portions of the he(iv, it might be nnth'ii).tc, I
that over successive downstream set'lions, tile development

of the ,'ross flow with (listnn,'e nhm,_" Ihe I._(Iv ns seen itt this

movinu," plane wouht appear simihn' to that which w,,,dd _),"
()t)set'Ve,[ wi_h the, t)assaae of time for _,,,ir('uhlr ,.vlinder

impulsiv,']3-_,'_ in m,)li_,t_ f,',,m r(,-I wi*h lh_' v(,1,..ilv _-i:_ ,_,
Thus lhe itow in the (:ro:-_, [)l_l[le f_)l' the (ti,_t'() f(li'\VgtF([ '-.l'('[l,,tI>

should contain . [)_lit' of s3ntnmtri(mlly ,li,q.,s,,_! v,,,'_ i,,e- {m
the lee side (of. reference 12). These vortices should in(,rease

in strength as the plane moves rearward nnd eventu_ll,v, if _he

body is long enough, shouhl discharge to form a K'u'mSn
vortex street as viewed in the moving m'oss plane. \'h,wed ill

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

this moving plane tile vortices wouhl appear to be shed and

slip rearward in the wake, but viewed with respect to the
stationary body tile shed vortices would appear fixed. This

process of tile growth and eventual discharge of tile lee-side
vortices shouhl occur over a shorter length of body the higher

the angle of attack since the movement of the cylindrical

trace in tile cross plane at any given station is greater the

g'reater the angle of attack. For a low fineness ratio body,
however, the development of the lee-side vortices woul([ be

expected to have progressed no farther than tile "symmetrical

pair" case even at the highest angles of attack of interest.
"Ellis is corroborated by tile flow surveys of Harrington

(reference 11).
For bodies of high fineness ratio, such as those used for

supersonic missiles, it was clearly of interest to determine

experimentally the nature of the anticipated growth and

discharge of lee-side vortices. In the course of an investiga-
tion of a series of bodies'with ogival noses an([ cylindrical

afterbodies conducted in tile Ames Laboratory l- by 3-foot

supersonic wind tunnels, it was determined that the growth
and discharge of lee-side vortices (lid occur for such bodies

at angle of attack as was evidenced in two ways. The
schlieren picture for one of the bodies (fig. 4 (all showed a line
on the lee side at tile more forward stations which drifted

away from the body surface and eventually branched into a
series of lines trailing in the stream direction. The "line" at
tile more forward stations was indicatett to be the (:ores of the

symmetrical vortex pair, which in this side view would appear
coinci(lent. The branches were indicated to be the cores of

the alternately shed vortices. In order to make the vortices
visible in a more convincing manner, use was made of a

technique which we have termed the "vapor screen" method.

With this technique, tile cross flow is made visible in the

following manner (see fig. 5): A small amount of water

vapor, which condenses in the wind-tunnel test section to

produce a fine fog, is introduced into the tunnel air stream.
A narrow plane of bright light, produced by a high-pressure

mercury-vapor lamp. is made to shine through the glass
window in a plane essentially perpendicular to the axis of the
tunnel. In the absence of tile model this plane appears as a

uniformly lighted screen of fog particles. \_qlen the model is

put in [)hl('e at any arbitrary angh, _)f ntt:,cl<, the resuh of any
disturlmnces in the llow prodlwe(l hv the nm(h,l which

atfects tile amount of light scattered by the water partich,s

iJ, this lia'hted plnne can be seen nn(t l)]mt,)gr_tl)hed.

In fi.,_,qire_ 4- il_l and 4 (ci a/l'e ,-;hc)wn photogr_lph.s of th,'

v_por sci'_,vns ,.orre_ponding to lh(' indicated stations for
:i_,' i,_,_i_ ,,f_i,-,ir,' ¢ _:_,. '['l,(' Ifl.,I,.-"rat)hsare_hr,'_'-(tua_t,

t, ',_! , _"0. _- ;_'(,Ill ;1 ',_tlltage [),_illt silni[al' to (halt o[' IIH, s[x_,,, ,

,_f :i,._:(' 5 in Ihe._,, photogrsl)hs vorli('_,s n]¢.le I[I('III.St'IV,".

,,vi¢{¢,nt as hhwk ,lot-_ on the vapor screens ,hw to th,' _,h,_.tw,,

,ff s_.a_ter_,,I light, which is believed to r.s.l_ from the n,'lion
of the vortices in _pin[ting the fine droplets ,d fl,g oul of ti,,,

fast r,ll'r_hlg vortex c(,ro,_. ()tller details ,)f the l],)w, lmmi,'_-
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(a) Side view schlieren photograph;
(b) Vapor-screen photograph rearward station;
(c) Vapor-s_n photograph forward station.

Flnt'aE 4.--Schliervn and vapor-screen photographs showing vortex configuration [or an inclined

body of revolution (a_2,5 °) at supersonic speed (M_2).

larly shock waves, are evident as a change in light intensity.

Figure 4 (c) shows the symmetrical vortex pair to exist as

previously indicated at the more forward stations, while

figure 4 (b) demonstrates that the vortices are shed at
stations far removed from the bow. Other observations at

different angles of attack demonstrated that the shedding of

vortices began, as indicated previously, at the more forward

stations the higher the angle of attack. It is of interest to

point out that in these wind-tunnel tests the order of dis-
charge of the vortices was aperiodically reversed. Thus, in

any cross-flow plane, tile discharged vortex closest to the

body would at one instant t)e on one side of the body and at
the next instant, or perhaps s(,_:eral seconds later, on the

other. No regularity in this change in the distribution of th(,
vortex street has been found.

METHOD FOR ESTIMATING FORCE AND MOMENT CHAR-

ACTERISTICS OF SLENDER INCLINED BODIES IN VISCOUS

FLOW

For hodies of high fineness ratio at high angles of attack
when the cross force is important, it is clear that the third

term of equation (13) must predominate since ft is small, so

that the pressure distribution increment due to angle of
attack will closely approximate the pressure distribution for

a circular-cylinder section at a velocity equal to the cross

component of velocity for the body. .Moreover, except for
the sections near the bow, development of the cross-flow

boundary layer will have been sufficient to promote the flow
that is characteristic of the steady-state flow for a circular-

cylinder section at the Mach and Re._nolds numbers corre-

sponding to the cross velocity over the body.
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FI_;I'RE 5.--Schematic diagram of vapor-scrr.vn apparatus showing vortict, s from a lifting body of revolution.

For the limiting case of a slender body, the al)propriate

value of the cross-wise drag coefficient is, of course, tile value
of ttle drag for an infinite cylinder. As will be _hown Int,w

experinlents indi.ate that for actual bodit,s of linit_, length
a ,,om,,wha( .mmlh,r value .-,h,mld be lls(',t. Sin,',, ri_' :_,",':,[

cross-wise drq(_ coet-l:h.ient of a body of finit[, l(.n_th i_ qlwav_
_om,.what h,s_ thnn the, [',.,llicimlt, for.tl ieliil_;T,, l.,,i, !i,;-

re, lll,',q[ v;lllit' _.11(_"2'_'5(_.it:df. Thus it ll_,.._,i_ :,,. ,.,q), ,.I,.,,
tlmt the xi:_.()_t._ ,.v,,s_-for,',, (liswl'ihutic, n ,m -,,.i :_ ; ,,,t, _.,,,'!,',

;,._',_!l'_ll:lu,_l ,*ll Ilw n_.mlrnpli_nl thiit,':!'

nh)i)._ the body ex[)m'ien('('-_ a ['ross l'()l'd',. , _,,:;:: ,, : , :

:(,v<'(' th,' ._e,'li,m w,,ub[ ,.xp,,rietw[' wittl t t_,, :_-
lltwInal tO a stl'mtln Illl)',,'ill_ _lt lht, \(,Ii),'i[ '_ r" -iti ,: "i'J,,-

'.i_,,)us ,'onti'ibl]tion is :iv,.,l t,_

2Rc<-,.,o % sin-' c_ ,i ,'

wh,.r,, N is the ho(lv t"_tius at a' and., i..} ....

coefficient at x for a-----90 ° corresponding to the Resmolds
number

Re-----R0 sin oe

and the ._[ach number

B40= Me sin a

\- :_ !ir._t approxituation to the total m'oss fc)r('e w. may
:,,,,i tla,, p,,l,,n,ial ('ross force to the vi._cous ,'ontribution.
'['11,' l,)I:,l ,t',)s- t',u'cl, at- x would th_,n be r

/ _'t',tx sin 2a cos ,2+_l,t,_ =,)o, ffuSin"

',\ _Ih (his simple, allowance for viscous effects the lift
,',.,fli,'ient, _ the foredrag coefficient, nnd the pit.hing-moment

• From the work elf Ward (referen,ee 13), it rllay h_.. silOWlt $hat tile p,ateLltiM cr_lss foroe is

[i!,_'r,.d midway h,,tw,,ql {lie ll_)rm:ll to tile axis of l-evoillth)ll :).rl(| felo normal to _lle _'ilt_l

,iirve'¢ion.

• Ill t|l+' _'XlWt'::dOtl l'or ('l. the _'(Hltrii_lltion Of Ih_ :txi:l[ ,tra_ fot'(:q, --Cog a --0) COS2 ae Sill ot
{i;,,mr, a,l,.t_ail[v ":1: d] t:l,I h:ls been ienor'ed.
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coefficient about an arbitrary moment center z,. from the

nose are given by

('a= sin 2a cos _+ ..-,o" sin -_a cos a

<S_0 a Ap(' --Co cos a a+ sin 2ct sin _-+('. +0°.t- sina a
Dp-- Fa=0 . a-

.... -L AN j sin cos 3+

A, [ z.,-_ (,.9o°'_
("_-_°° TI \ X ] sin 2a

whcre

and

where

-%,
S_
Q
L

X

z_._0o= f0r'cd_. _)o2Rzdz

(1_)

plan-form area

base area

body volume

hody length

reference area for coeM(;ie.t evahmtion

reference length for pitching-moment-coetficient eval-

uation

Because of the approximate nature of the theory, it is not

considered justified to retain the complex forms of these

equations. Accordingly. it is assumed _hat, for the functions

of the angle of attack, cosines may be replaced by unity and

sines by the angles in radians to give 9

c,_-2
' ' C S_

FQ -S_(L-_')'] r
c"=2L. :or j"+" .... (_) t_'-_''*'q_'\-X ,

(15:

I

To assess the adequacy of thesr r(lUalion.- f.r l.'_d;, li)l_

the for,'e and monlent ehnracterisri,"_ of high finches* raft. i

t)o,li,..< tw,_ i,,.Ih,s -f r.volution w,.,., le_r(<,t il_ Ill!, 1- i,\

3-f(i(It ".illirt'_olii(' wiud tunnel tit :l XI.L+ : AAilrl" ,ll" ].',!_,

from linglt--: of alla('k of zero to nl()r, tl_.n 20 o nn([ in th.

I- [,_ :; :-(,,," hi_h--q..r,l wind _.,;r,,,, ..........

lit I1.;', Io 0.7 al _.iti" :lll_ll' of ;lilt1,' .

ilO%V ilrll 7 t'()ei_icit'n( (',1 ...... _ Illlil Ill,, , ,,lli , ' I ..... ;,,;,

_'<.-,_eof tiii_ fvrr,'.:" '['h_' h,>,ih'_ i.,,- ,_

lsl Zlh' ,_Ipr¢,_4i,,ll ',,:" 3. _ ;. Q" "' rTi! _(',>_ , t _''r'b! -!_' ll_ml t>rm'lll'r]t I_ ..... i m

sit, Ill :ith. of this +.qli:lliOrl h:)_ n,,m ,,mlrl, ,i _;n_'. i_r Ill ii 1,-L I;L_I _. I - _')ll_r :till _H"I " -_1: 'it

Although Ihe i'rl)_ I{i,)ii,,I,l_ lllllllll,q _ _¢)r !I_, ]- b,7 ,' - '" _ r ,I _Uplr ' -r t, ", ;];h .r

t,v{(_, l!l'lf for lho 1- h,, 4-ft,,if ,IUl,l-tlllllll'] tl'_t7 lh, ', '1! t _ , i _ r ;! ....

!11 th_ r:il]le ?_[ Rl,yll+)ll]_ ;illrrit_'r_ inv.liih_ted llw ,_._, ,;,i <t,_t.l:< - I _1 , iI![+h t_

ire ill_ E_tlIIVP_ tt, (_h:lllTi, ill It,,) nol,ls llLilnbors.

IX500
I

, 750

_-- 2_.000 qenerattnq All dtmens_6_)_ in _nches

rodiu_

Body [[f_,_enes$ratio _/IJ

, .750

:-25.000 qenerahnq _-
rod#us

Body _I(fineness ratio 13./]

FmUR_ fl.--Be_lk,s of revolution.

each had a 33V_-caliber ogival nose and ,.onstant diameter

aftlerbody of su('h lengtli as to make the fineness ratios 21.1

for body I and 13.1 for body [I. Shown in figures 7 and ,_

are the/ift coefficient, foredrag-increment coefficient, pitching-

moment coefficient about the bow, anti ceuter of pressurt'

as a function of angle of attack for the two bodies a._ deh,r-

mined from the tests in the l- by 3-foot wind tunnels.

Also slmwn arc the calculated characteristics (indicated by

the solid-line curves) using the experimental values of

C_..,o. and x.._o. (see figs, .0 and 10) obtained from ill,

91) ° angle-of-attack tests in the 1- by 31_-foot wiml lumn,l

as well as calculat(,d characterislics obtained from poicutial

theory (indicate(l liy tile do/ted-line curves), The refereuc.'

area A for coefficient evaluation for these data is tlhe base

area aut[ tilt. reference length X for monleot-eoe(_i('ienr

evalilat, ion is tilt' base diameter.

It is seen that for the higher fineness ratio body (bo(ly It,

the calculated characteristics which include tile allowance

for viscous effe('ts arc in good agreement with experiment

and that the potential theory is vlearly inadequate at all

but very small angles of attack. For the lower fineness ratio

body (body II), the calculated allowances for viscous effects

depart further from experiment than they do for body I,

as woukl be expected, although again they are in much

better agreement with experiment than are the calculated

characteristics based only on potential theory.

While the comparisons made demonstrate that the indi-

cated allowance for viscous effects is adequate for very high-

fineness-ratio bodies, the calculated characteristics were,

themselves, based on experinn, ntally determined vahies of

(',_:.o_ and .r:.,._o. For the method to be useful in design.

of (,Ollrqc. sr)lnl, lllel/n.q for calculating these parameters nlust

exisl, llt nlallV eases, lhere art, available sui_cient, exl)eri-

rm,ninl (h'a_ data on cylindei_ io provide the required

" ',,,'!N:l!ilil]. In the appendix oil( • ilp|)ro:.:iUilih' ineih(.1 is

l:'Ix-l,rl for (l(,i(,rnlillin_ tbc value'.; i)f ( $,_ , . l>(,. Im(l .r: .,.>o for

:/,, l l"),li,'- I ;11/'t I*_ pr,,viousiy (.onsith,r('(l.

'r \ .ri.l I,,!_-,,t ill. ,.(,(,II],'h,n)-_ ,,f Iifl, l'nr('dl':l_' mri'eliielil,

,,h,_ [)il('tiiil_" illl)lii('ltl and o1' lit(, <'elil('l'-()f-lires_llrl' I)OSili lilt

'viih :tri_l(' ,if lllln('].,: for tile lWl) he(lies Its esiililaled usin 7

i it(' qlltHlllit(.,d ('/'oss-llow drag ehararterisiies 7ivrtl in Ihe

:ll)l>(,n(lix al'e shown in figures 7 lilid R (Its th(. daslied-iine

i'i[Ik#'_4) Tile estimated (.haracterisih'.< ill'(, se(ql h') It,, hi

rv.ii hetter agreenieni with experimenl than are the eaictl-

]lih'd variali(ilis usillg tile exl)erimentM ,,ross-flow drag

(qlll I':1e i ,,i'i_i its.
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APPENDIX

ESTIMATION OF CROSS-FLOW DRAG COEFFICIENT

A procedure which suggests itself for estimating tile mag-

nitude of the cross-flow drag coefficient ('_._oo as a flmction

of angle of attack for the two ogival-nosed bodies treated

in the text is to consider them to have the same characteris-

tics as circular cylinders of constant diameter.

D,=A_,
L

Tile cross-flow drag coefficient of this fictitious cylinder of

finite [engtil can then be approximated by first determining

tile drag coefficient, c,°, of a circular-cylinder section of

diameter D' at the cross-flow Math ntunber

Me= 3[0 Sill a

and cross-fow Reynohis number

R/= V°D' sin a

and then corre<'ting this drag cocffi('ient for tile effect of the

finite fineness ratio. LID'.

From references 14 anti 15, it is found that for tile values of

D' corresponding to tile two hodies eonsideretl the circular-

cylinder section drag coefficients, cu r are the same for both

bodies and dependent only on the .\lath number. The

values at various cross Math numbers are given in figure 9.

From reference 16, it is found that for a finite-length cir-

(,ular cylinder in the range of Reynolds nuInbers for which the

cross-drag coefficient, as for the present cast,s, is 1.2 at low

N[aeh numbers, the ratio of the drag of the ch'cular ('ylinder

of finite length to that for the circular cylinder of infinite

length is 0.755 for body I atnl 0.692 for body II. A_uming

that this ratio is independent of Math tuunber,

the estimated values of Ca_.,o. for the two bodies are as

given ill figure 9 wherein they may be compared with the

experimental values obtained from tile I- by 3!:.i-foot wiml-

tunnel tests.

The value of _'_-Q0o is logically assumed to be the distance

from the bow to tile ('entroid of plan-form area. This

assumed position which is independent of XIach number is

compared with the experimentally determined values from

tile 1- by 31_-foot wind-tunnel tests for the two bodies in

figure 10.
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